SPECIAL PACKAGING INSTRUCTIONS

General Instructions:
Packaging specified or referenced in this contract must be adhered to unless written deviation is authorized by Buyer. Non-conforming packaging is subject to rejection or repackaging at Seller's expense. Questions concerning these packaging instructions are to be directed to the Buyer Procurement Agent. For all packaging requirements see D37522-6 unless otherwise specified in procurement contract or as stated below.

1. Primary packaging of parts shall consist of the following unless a more specific requirement is incorporated in this contract by another special condition:
   a) Pack each contract line item's part(s) in a four (4) mil or greater clear plastic bag or vacuum-packed bag so that the part number is visible and quantity can be verified.

2. Packaging variances for Parts Delivered by a Local Conveyance:

   This variance applies to packaging and identification for those parts that are delivered by Seller-owned conveyance or by a local cartage company. The above requirements shall be followed except as noted in this section.
   1. A recloseable feature for shipping containers is optional.
   2. Containers are permitted to be open, but parts must be secured to prevent damage or loss during transit.

3. Each contract line item's parts that exceed sixty-four (64) cubic inches in volume or one (1) pound in weight shall be packaged individually. If such part is less than 64 cubic inches and less than 1 pound they may be packaged in multiples in one plastic bag or shipping container.